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“Modern homes today are generally all about suiting peoples’ 
family and busy lifestyles, and enhancing enjoyment during 
their precious down time,” says Tony. “Our home is all about our 
lifestyle, as we have children and run a business, but we also love 
entertaining. The superior Siemens cooking appliances combined 
with a versatile and spacious kitchen are a testament to this. The 
alfresco kitchen and main kitchen area are both low maintenance 
with their Corian seamless benches and splashbacks. Storage is 
another big factor for most home owners. No space has been 
wasted in this home and the abundance of storage cupboards 
means that everything has a place. Even the stairwell has been 
cleverly hidden behind clad doors that conveniently pop open 
when pressed to reveal huge storage areas.”

One-metre by one-metre floor tiles on the lower level result 
in a seamless floor that enhances the concept of spaciousness. 
Bifold doors and a bifold window that combine to open the whole 

entertainment area up further create large open versatile spaces. 
The travertine cladding from Zuccari makes a huge impact on 
the feel of the whole house as it has been used internally and 
externally. The rich colours and textures add warmth to the home 
which can only be achieved with natural products. The 1m x by 
1m floor tiles are stunning and help to create very clean lines; Tony 
wanted these simple, clean lines and one of his goals was to make 
sure that finishes were as low maintenance as possible for the busy 
couple – given his wife Audrey also works with him at Vestra. “After 
all, people want to live in their homes and enjoy them without 
having to spend endless hours cleaning and maintaining them,” 
says Tony. Marri timber floorboards have been used on the second 
floor and the combination of colour and warmth is a feature in itself.

The ceiling in the alfresco is made from flat LED panels that are 
an amazing feature at night. These LED panels are low in cost to run 
while providing their light. Tony wanted something different that 


